A report on Documentary shown as a part of the EBSB Day on 12\textsuperscript{th} March 2020

The Ek Bharath Shretha Bharat day was observed on 12\textsuperscript{th} March 2020. As part for the Ek Bharat Shrestha Bharat Day observation a documentary film was shown to the students and the faculties. This documentary film was based on the Tourism culture of the paired state ie. Uttarakhand. This documentary was shown to the students of 1\textsuperscript{st} Semester MBA, Bharatesh Education Trust’s, Global Business School. The film was positively taken by the students and the faculty members. The documentary had to offer a lot of details on how the state due to its geographical location has an advantage to offer a lot of places and activities for tourism and hence can attract plenty of tourists around the world. The documentary educated the students and the faculty on the uniqueness and features of the paired state.